Add the Guest Book feature to your Web Page!

What is an interactive Guest Book?

A Guest Book makes your site more interactive and gives you the ability to gain valuable feedback from those who visit your page. Get comments on your site or learn more about your visitors!

Who can add the Guest Book feature to their web page?

A Guest Book can be added to any web page as long as you have a valid Pace email account.

How do I create a Guest Book for my web page?

It's very simple—and quick! Point your browser to the Pace homepage and select intraPace from the blue bar on the right. Then, from the left navigation bar, select Web Tools/CMS Help/Adding a Guest Book.

Now, fill out the application form. You will be assigned a Guest Book and given a URL to copy and past into your web page. It takes only 30 seconds and it's done!

Why do I need a password?

You will need your password to sign in for the ability to modify your Guest Book. You would simply enter your password in the sign in box located in the upper right of your personal Guest Book and click Sign In.

Questions?

Call DoIT's Customer Support Center at 914-773-DOIT (3648).